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Abstract— Transport demand for most Indian cities has 

expanded significantly as a result of boost in population. 

Trains and buses especially buses increasingly becoming 

crowded day-by-day as a result of heavy need for transport 

facility. This has resulted in unregulated planning in the 

frequency of buses being allocated different areas. Either the 

buses lines up at once or buses get delayed for a long time. 

In some areas there are not many buses allocated in a very 

crowded route. Also there are buses arranged on the route 

where hardly commuters travel. This improper management 

has incurred decrease in the bus management system. Hence 

we're proposing a system where the amount of passengers 

inside a bus stop might be calculated and also the bus 

service could be regulated based on the passengers arrival. 

Also as a result of our proposed system there would be 

efficient distribution in the buses around the required routes 

and also this would conserve the bus management system by 

reduction of the loss they may be facing nowadays. It might 

also calculate some time delay a bus might take considering 

different parameters that could affect that it is late. It will 

likewise verify the charge generated up against the actual 

cost collected. It will also benefit the commuters indirectly. 

All this would be done by using a web application open to 

employees at different positions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Transport demand in most Indian cities has increased 

significantly due to increase in population. Public transport 

especially buses are getting crowded day-by-day due to 

heavy demand of transport facility. This has led to 

unregulated planning of the frequency of buses to be 

allocated different areas. Either the buses lines up at one 

time or buses get delayed for a long time. In some areas 

there are very few buses allocated at a very crowded route 

.Also there are buses lined up on the route where hardly 

commuters travel. This improper management has incurred 

loss in the bus management system. Hence we are proposing 

a system in which the number of passengers in a bus stop 

can be calculated and the bus service can be regulated 

depending on the passengers arrival. Also due to our 

proposed system there would be efficient distribution of the 

buses on the required routes and this would benefit the bus 

management system by reducing the loss they are facing 

nowadays. It would also calculate the time delay a bus may 

take considering different parameters that may affect it to be 

late . It will also verify the cost generated against the actual 

cost collected. .It would also benefit the commuters 

indirectly. All this would be done using a web application 

available to employees at different positions. 

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

Bus Management Product is an integrated electronic 

management system. This system ensure that the 

management technique of this can company are smoothly 

done. This method may also help in decreasing error mostly 

cause by human mistake. This technique was made as one of 

the strategy to transfer from current manual practices to a 

more systematic computerized system. This method will 

likely be manufactured by using Microsoft Visual Simple 

and Microsoft Access. Briefly there's 2 main modules for 

this system. The first module may be the Driver 

Management module as well as the second module is going 

to be Bus Management Module. Maintaining the Integrity of 

the Specifications. 

However this thesis will just describe about Bus 

Management Module. With this module, the function that is 

to be developed include, bus registration, maintenance 

record, and reminder.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Bus Management System is suggested to get an office 

management tools. Almost all of express bus company 

wouldn't invest excessive for the electronic management 

system for company. Therefore a standalone system is ideal 

for them since it won't cost them much. System supplies a 

simple interface to the user. My Sql utilized as it database 

which is amongst the simplest and efficient Database 

Management System (DBMS). Moreover, databases 

typically maintain just the current value for just about any 

given data element. Because of this, in a typical transaction 

processing system, inviolate business records are not easy, if 

not impossible, to find and retrieve. The consumer in the 

system will only for the Manager with his fantastic personal 

assistant or anyone which were licensed by the manager. 

Bus Management System includes the buses information, 

drivers' information, maintenance record and reminder. 

Search function will also be added to ensure that manager 

can search for bus information that's been saved in the 

databases. 

IV. MOTIVATION 

1) Most of the work that is done manually. 

2) The survey that is done by employee’s takes minimum 

3-4 days and hence using the proposed system the time 

is taken to reduce along with reductionof the man 

power. 

3) Since no analysis was done even if loss occurred in the 

system, it was not identified and hence there was 

worthless money spend. 

4) Irregular planning of bus intervals.  
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5) Frequency of the buses are unregulated, either the buses 

are lined up at one time or buses get delayed for a long 

time.  

6) Not knowing the details of the amount of commuters 

expected at a time.  

7) Risk of accidents in the overcrowded buses. 

 
                               Fig. 1.1: System Architecture 

V. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Web Application 

 1 login for Depot Manager (Admin):- Will see the 

output and not perform calculations. 

 1 login for system server: Will perform all the 

calculations and produce the output to be seen by the 

depot manager. 

 Many logins for starter (the person on start and end of 

each stop): Will provide the input to the modules and 

hence the server will start the calculations. 

 Bus Frequency Analyzer Module: 

 In this module basically the frequency of the buses that 

should be changed according to requirement and 

situation will be identified. It will be analyzed on the 

basis of the following data: 

 Ticket Counter 

 Route  and Schedule Details 

It will take input from these modules to analyze the 

data and give a chart of buses allocated on the route and the 

actual number of buses that should be allocated. 

Database: 

 Route Database :- 

The route details would be that each route will have the 

following features: Route ID, Start Point, End Point, In 

Between Stops, Number of buses allocated, Bus ID, 

Distance, Fare, etc 

 Schedule  Database :- 

The schedule details would be that each route will have the 

following features: Route ID, Start Point, End Point, Time, 

Bus ID, Distance, etc 

And if any other data required.  

 Ticket Counter:- 

This sub module will calculate the ticket count to find the 

density of passengers on particular route on particular time 

based on the following input given by the starter (the person 

who is present at the start and end of the route): 

 Ticket start Number 

 Ticket End Number 

 Time 

 Also five different types of tickets are to be 

considered having different cost value. 

 Rs5, Rs10, Rs15, Rs20, Rs25 

This ticket series will be entered in the web 

application by the starter. Now the system server will 

calculate the ticket count from it. 

 Ticket Count = Ticket End Number – Ticket Start 

Number 

 RouteID is the main distinguishing factor for each 

route 

This ticket count, bus capacity size(threshold) will 

be used to create a chart or graph as output like at a time 

interval consider 1 hr , how many bus are actually allocated 

on that particular route and how many buses are practically 

need. 

Ex: Consider the ticket count to be 200 for a route 

and there are 2 buses allocated, hence there is need of three, 

then this count 3 should be given in the output. 

 Cost Estimator: 

It will calculate the cost collected on particular route by 

taking the ticket count as input. Just by multiplying 

respective cost of ticket with the count of the respective 

ticket count. 

B. Delay Module: 

1) Inputs: 

 Route ID 

 Distance 

 Actual time of arrival 

 Passenger Crowd 

 Arrived time(delay) 

 Bus Schedule 

2) Output: 

Bus delay chart showing comparison in between the actual 

time and the delayed time. And update the schedule 

accordingly. 

3) Working: 

As now days due to traffic, accidents, passenger’s crowd 

there is delay in the buses arrival leading to improper 

management f bus system. Hence bit following way we can 

calculate delay and generate new schedule. 

 Considering several inputs as mentioned the delay is 

identified and the schedule is generated. 

 On that particular route to find the delay, route ID is 

necessary, distance of that route i.e. distance between 

start and destination point.   

 To calculate delay: 

 Delay = Arrived time – Actual time defined for the 

arrival. 

 This generates the delay n gives new schedule. 

 To update schedule: 

 Update Schedule = new generated schedule due to delay 

(considering 1 weeks data or 1 months data) and the old 

schedule comparison, representation in graph format. 

And take the average of all and update the schedule for 

the (next week or month) accordingly. 

 Accordingly we can analyses the delay and update the 

schedule considering the previous one and the new 

generated. So as it should be feasible to passengers as 

well the bus employees (driver and conductor for their 

next trip). 
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VI. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

S – {s, e, X, Y, Fma , DD, NDD} 

A. s: Initial state  

When the bus starts its journey from its start point 

to destination and the ticket count is provided by the Starter 

to the System Controller.  

B. e: End state  

The system will give chart format analysis for altering the 

frequency of buses on the desired route. It will calculate the 

time delay. Also it will verify the cost.  

C. X: Input  

 Route of the bus.  

 Ticket Series  

 Number of buses per route  

 Bus Fare  

 Capacity of the bus  

 Bus Time Delay Attributes  

D. Y: Output  

 It will give the output that whether at particular route, at 

a particular time is it efficient to run the present 

frequency of buses or there is a need of change in the 

frequency of buses.  

 It will also calculate the bus time delay.  

 Also it will verify the amount collected with the amount 

expected on the basis of the ticket count.  

E. Fma : Main Function  

It will have 3 modules  

1) Bus Frequency Analyzer 

2) Bus Delay Analyzer 

3) Bus Revenue Estimator 

F. DD: Deterministic data  

The known data in this system will be the route and 

schedule of the bus. The number of buses allocated on that 

route. Also the bus capacity to carry the number of 

commuters will be known initially itself.  

 NDD: Non deterministic data  

VII. RESULT 

 
Fig. 1.2: Starter Details 

Fig1.2 The starter details shows optimized total 

cost for the particular Route ID at the destination side  i.e. at 

the starter 2. 

Starter 2 validates the tickets which are allocated to the 

particular bus, when reaches to the destination it validate the 

bus which shows the bus reached at the destination. 

 
Fig. 1.2: Bus Analysis Graph 

Fig.1.3 The Bus Analysis Graph shows the total 

sold tickets. 

The bar graph represents the analysis of how many 

tickets sold for that route and how many tickets are 

remaining .Analysis chart calculate the all total sold tickets, 

total average and calculated average of tickets for particular 

bus ID. In this we are given the threshold values to the 

tickets for analysis of bus requirements. 

The Fig 1.4 shows the graph analysis chart for  the 

notification which is send to the system server to add the bus  

notification for the extra bus requirement .we need the  the 

good average analysis  for the total sold tickets for the 

particular route to add the bus according to the analysis of 

the graph . 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

This project is mainly focused to be designed on the PCMC 

Bus Management System. Also this project can be further 

extended for all over India Government Bus Management 

System Bodies.The main purpose of the project is 

optimizing and analyzing the data required to regulate the 

bus services. Data such as ticket count, bus capacity, bus 

route, number of buses per route and bus fair is used for 

analysis. A web based application is being developed in 

consideration with user authentication. Hence there is 

flexibility of accessing the data any time anywhere. This 

data of the buses will be available to the System Server 

through his user login on the web application. The System 

Server will analyze the graphical output generated on the 

real time. This system will identify utilization ratio of 

various buses across various intervals of time throughout the 

day based on mapped schedules of each bus across the 

region and ticket count of each bus. This software is mainly 

focused on the data analysis, optimization and the decision 

making mechanism. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

This system the time is reduced along with efficient use of 

the man power. Since no analysis was done even if loss 

occurred in the system, it was not identified and hence there 

was worthless money spend. This system would give 

analyzed output in the form of chart and help the bus 

management people to know where they face loss and hence 
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need to make decisions on it. Also where they can make 

more profit and need to introduce more buses in that route. 

It will also give the time delay that occurs due to various 

factors and according to the delay an optimized schedule is 

generated. It will also verify the revenue generated on the 

particular route. 
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